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CHITIN

SUZANNE RYDER*

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
Chitin is a tough, semitransparent substance that is the 
main component of the exoskeletons of arthropods. 
Chitin is a vital component of the insect cuticle (external 
envelope), which is key to the success of the Insecta. 
The inert layer provides the strong exoskeleton of the 
body and limbs. Chitin is also found as a supporting 
element in fungal cell walls, algae, and other arthropod 
exoskeletons. Chemically, it is a nitrogenous 
polysaccharide (a carbohydrate). Chitin is most often 
found in natural science specimen collections but can 
also be found as adornment in object and textile 
collections.

HAZARD VULNERABILITY FINGERPRINT

HAZARDS AND EFFECTS
Adverse Relative Humidity
Higher mean relative humidity levels:
• risk of mold growth; low vulnerability given moderate 

care to avoid RH over threshold

Lower mean relative humidity levels:
• low vulnerability

Excursions to high RH:
• low vulnerability given moderate care to avoid RH 

over threshold

Excursions to low RH:
• fractures in cuticle possible; low vulnerability

Fluctuations and seasonal variations:
• seasonal variations are not thought to be a great 

risk to the specimens although fl uctuations may 
cause repeated stress thus causing damage; low 
vulnerability as practically all arthropod collections 
are kept in well-sealed drawers providing RH 
buffering

Adverse Temperature
Elevated temperatures:
• chemical aging rates increase but not a critical factor; 

low vulnerability

Reduced temperatures:
• little to no effect; low vulnerability

Seasonal variations, excursions, and fl uctuations:
• seasonal variations are not thought to be a great risk 

to the specimens although fl uctuations may cause 
repeated stress to a specimen thus causing damage; 
low  vulnerability

Criminals
• most specimens will have a low commercial or 

collectible value however, there are certain species 
that are very desirable (e.g., type specimens) so extra 
security measures and awareness is necessary; low 
vulnerability but high vulnerability for selected 
specimens

Dissociation
• common practice for most dry research specimens is 

to associate specimens and labels with a pin through 
both; low vulnerability with moderate care for rigorous 
documentation procedures

• detailed scientifi c study will often require dissection or 
DNA sampling

• fl uid preserved collections often have many specimens 
within a single lot container and great care is required 
to avoid separation or mixing between lots; moderate 
vulnerability

Fire
• heat, smoke, and soot will damage these specimens 

as well as destroy the paper labels attached; hazard 
is situation dependent, but potentially high 
vulnerability

Light
High doses of (primarily) visible light:
• visible light radiation can cause chemical degradation 

of organic materials, resulting in fading; low 
vulnerability given moderate care to keep collections 
in closed, lightproof cabinets
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Figure 1. Insect drawer before pest attack—Cyligramma 
disturbans (Walker, 1858) (Erebidae)

Figure 2. Insect drawer after pest attack—Cyligramma 
disturbans (Walker, 1858) (Erebidae)

Figure 3. Ellen Terry’s Lady Macbeth beetle-wing dress 
following conservation, 2011, Smallhythe Place, The 
National Trust, UK (©Zenzie Tinker Conservation Ltd.) Figure 5. Weevil ring

Figure 4. Detail of sleeve decoration, Ellen Terry’s Lady 
Macbeth beetle-wing dress before conservation (©Zenzie 
Tinker Conservation Ltd.)

High doses of ultraviolet light:
• explanation as above; low vulnerability given 

moderate care

Pests
Vertebrate pests:
• the presence of vertebrate pests poses little direct risk 

to dry specimens or fl uid preserved specimens; low 
vulnerability

Insects:
• insect pests can cause irreversible catastrophic damage 

to many organic materials and dry pinned insect 
collections are at great risk of damage and loss; high 
vulnerability

Physical Forces
• the specimens are often small, delicate and in many cases, 

old and brittle and repeated abrasion and movement will 
cause damage and loss of detail; moderate vulnerability in 
general but high vulnerability for certain delicate items

Pollutants
Particulates (dust):
• dust will stick to the delicate and intricate body parts 

of the specimens, which can obscure important 
characteristics; low vulnerability given moderate care 
to keep specimens in well-sealed drawers

Gaseous pollutants internal:
• low vulnerability

Gaseous pollutants external:
• low vulnerability

Other:
• fl uid preserved specimens can react to the preservative 

and leaching may occur; moderate vulnerability

Water
• dry preserved specimens can be damaged by water (wet 

chitin supports mold growth); moderate vulnerability


